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Phone: 604-660-4700
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Fax: 604-660-1102
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Vancouver, BC, Canada  V6Z 2N3
Sixth Floor, 900 Howe Street, Box 250

Request to Intervene

In accordance with the Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure, a Request to Intervene form must be received by 
the Commission by the deadline included in the proceeding's regulatory timetable. Please provide a completed form to 
the Commission Secretary at commission.secretary@bcuc.com. If email is unavailable, forms may be mailed to the 
Commission Secretary at the address above. 

Proceeding name British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority Review of the 
Regulatory Oversight of Capital Expenditures and Projects 

Date Jun 23, 2016

Intervener contact information

Name Richard Stout

Organization Association of Major Power Customers of British Columbia

City Vancouver Province BC

Email roninconsult@live.com Phone number +1 (604) 366-4184

Also representing (if applicable) 

Representative contact information

Name Matthew D. Keen

Organization Bull, Housser & Tupper LLP

City Vancouver Province BC

Email mdk@bht.com Phone number +1 (604) 641-4913

Additional information

Please state your reasons for intervening in this proceeding.

AMPC regrets the delay in filing for intervener status, but the matter only recently came to AMPC’s attention because, 
in contrast with typical practices and past AMPC requests, it appears that service was effected on only one of AMPC’s 
counsel, who was out-of-office.   AMPC has taken immediate steps upon learning of this proceeding to file this 
intervention request. AMPC accepts that it must take the proceeding as it finds it, and does not request any 
accommodation concerning the existing procedural schedule. 

AMPC is an industry association that represents many of BC Hydro’s large industrial customers in matters of electricity 
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regulation.  AMPC members are transmission level customers of BC Hydro in the pulp and paper, forestry, mining, 
electrochemical and petrochemical sectors, and collectively represent a significant majority of BC Hydro’s large 
industrial load.   

Please state how you are directly or sufficiently affected by the Commission's decision in this matter; or describe your 
experience, information, or expertise relevant to this matter that would contribute to the Commission's decision 
making. 

This proceeding will consider the Commission’s regulatory oversight of  BC Hydro’s capital expenditures and projects, 
and review BC Hydro’s expenditures relating to its adoption of SAP’s platform.  As such, this proceeding will impact 
AMPC’s members’ directly, through its review of BC Hydro’s expenditures which ultimately determine rates, and 
indirectly, through a review of Commission processes that ensure that future capital expenditures, and therefore rates, 
are reasonable.  AMPC will bring an informed and experienced perspective to these issues.

Please list the key issues you intend to address in the proceeding.

At this time AMPC expects to primarily be an observer in this proceeding, although it may wish to file evidence or final 
argument depending on how the proceeding and issues evolve.  

For administrative purposes only

Do you intend to participate fully, including attendance at hearings and submission of evidence or 
information requests, if applicable?  Yes

Do you intend to request PACA funding? This does not impact your ability to participate. Yes

Have you or your organization web-registered as an intervener or interested party in the past 12 months? Yes

If yes, please provide your username




